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Hall-Effect Sign Anomaly and Small-Polaron Conduction insssLa12xGdxddd0.67Ca0.33MnO3
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The Hall coefficient of Gd-doped La2y3Ca1y3MnO3 exhibits Arrhenius behavior over a temperature
range from2Tc to 4Tc, with an activation energy very close to2

3
that of the electrical conductivity.

Although both the doping level and thermoelectric coefficient indicate holelike conduction, the Hall
coefficient is electronlike. This unusual result provides strong evidence in favor of small-polaronic
conduction in the paramagnetic regime of the manganites. [S0031-9007(96)02285-5]

PACS numbers: 75.50.Pp, 71.38.+ i, 72.20.My
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A recent resurgence of interest in the transport propert
of doped lanthanum manganites has resulted in the real
tion that electron-lattice interactions play a significant rol
Studies of the archetypal systemsLa12xRxd12cCacMnO3

have demonstrated that the ferromagnetic transition te
peratureTc (and with it, the metal-semiconductor tran
sition) are suppressed by the addition of rare-earth io
R whose smaller size further closes the Mn-O-Mn bon
angle [1,2]. The temperature dependence of the resistiv
aboveTc is remarkably unaffected by rare-earth substit
tions, following a universal semiconductorlike curve. Th
supports the view that replacement of a trivalent rare-ea
ion by Ca introduces a hole that is presumably associa
with the Mn eg state. Theoretical attempts [3,4] to de
scribe the large changes in resistivity and their sensit
ity to magnetic fields in the vicinity ofTc in the context
of the double exchange model have led to the conclus
that strong electron-lattice effects are essential, and t
the transition shares aspects of “polaron collapse” such
occurs in EuO [5]. The conductivity in the high tempera
ture regime should be dominated by the hopping moti
of self-trapped, small polarons. Indeed, quite recent e
periments have shown the importance of electron-phon
interactions in CMR via the oxygen isotope effect [6].

A stable polaron in an ionic solid may be either
large (multisite) polaron that moves itinerantly, or a sma
(singlesite) polaron that moves with a low (ø1 cm2yVs)
thermally assisted mobility [7]. In the singlesite limit
the self-trapped carrier’s energy is taken to depend on
linearly on the displacement of atoms from their carrie
free positions. Consequently, the characteristic energy
the Seebeck coefficientEs is significantly smaller than the
activation energy of the electrical conductivityEs; that
Es ø Es was demonstrated in earlier work [8], and take
as evidence of small-polaronic motion.Es measures the
chemical potential of the self-trapped polaron.

Perhaps the most distinctive property of steady-sta
small-polaronic transport is its Hall mobilitymH . The
activation energy of the Hall mobility is calculated to b
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always less than that for drift mobilityEd . The simplest
model predictsøEdy3, and this has been observed in, fo
example, oxygen-deficient LiNbO3 [9]. The sign of the
Hall effect for small polaron hopping can be “anomalous
A small polaron based on an electron can be deflec
in a magnetic field as if it were positively charged an
conversely, a hole-based polaron can be deflected in
sense of a free electron. As first pointed out by Friedm
and Holstein [10], the Hall effect in hopping conductio
arises from interference effects of nearest-neighbor ho
along paths that define an Aharonov-Bohm loop. Si
anomalies arise when the loops involve an odd number
sites [11]. In this Letter we report the first measureme
of the high-temperature Hall coefficient of mangani
samples, finding that it exhibits Arrhenius behavior and
sign anomaly relative to both the nominal doping and t
thermoelectric power. The results are discussed in ter
of an extension of the Emin-Holstein (EH) theory [7] o
the Hall mobility in the adiabatic limit.

We exploit the sensitivity of these materials to rar
earth substitutions to lower the transition temperatu
from ,260 K at x  0 to ,130 K, thereby extending the
accessible temperature range to.4Tc. The samples used
in this study were laser ablated from ceramic targets a
deposited on LaAlO3 substrates as described previous
[8,12]. The ceramic target material (R  Gd andx 
0.25d has a resistivity maximum near100 K, while the
thermoelectric power drops abruptly to metallic value
below 90 K [12]. The effective rare-earth site radiu
is krA l  0.113 nm and, indeed, the properties of thi
sample are very similar toY-substitute samples with the
same krA l value [1]. The laser deposited films show
somewhat higher transition temperatures: The resistiv
maximum is at 140 K and the thermoelectric power
becomes metal-like below130 K. X-ray data indicate
that the in-plane lattice parameter of the laser abla
film is larger than that of the ceramic, presumably due
stress induced by the substrate. Figure 1 shows resisti
and thermopower data for the130 K sample along with
© 1997 The American Physical Society 951
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FIG. 1. (a) The resistivity vs temperature for thex  0.25
sample, for magnetic fields (j) H  0, and (h) H  8 T.
Data for x  0 and x  0.5 are shown for comparison.
(b) The thermoelectric power forx  0.25 in the same
range of temperatures and fields showing a saturatedS(H) at
temperaturesT , Tc.

resistivity data for similar samples withx  0 and x 
0.5. We focus here on the130 K sample, for which
r drops by a factor160 between0 and 8 T at 142 K
at which field the peak in the thermopower is almo
completely suppressed.

The most rapid motion of a small polaron occurs whe
the carrier hops each time the configuration of vibratin
atoms in an adjacent site coincides with that in th
occupied site. This regime is termed adiabatic with
conductivity given bys  so exps2EsykBT d, where

so  gde2n0yakBT . (1)

Here n0 is a characteristic frequency anda is the jump
distance, which we take to be the Mn-Mn spacin
0.39 nm. The factorgd depends on hopping geome
try and has the valuegd 

3
2 for the triangular lattice

treated by EH andgd  1 for nearest-neighbor hopping
on a square planar lattice. A signature of the ad
batic limit is that the prefactorso approachese2yh̄a .
7000 sV cmd21 whenhn0 . kBT . If it is much smaller,
the motion is termed nonadiabatic, and the prefactor co
tains an additional factor ofT21y2. In Fig. 2 we plot
2lnssT d and 2lnssT 3y2d, the adiabatic and nonadia
batic limits, respectively, vs1000yT . Close toTc there
are significant deviations from Arrhenius behavior, a
has been noted previously [12,13]. At higher temper
tures there is no significant difference between adiaba
and nonadiabatic fits; the fitting parameters are given
952
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FIG. 2. The resistivity of thex  0.25 sample plotted in the
adiabatic (squares) and nonadiabatic (thick line) limits. T
fine line is a linear fit indicating an activation energy o
145 meV in the high temperature adiabatic regime.

Table I along with those for Gd concentrationx  0 and
x  0.5. The adiabatic prefactor for thex  0.25 sample
is ø6000 V21 cm21 at 300 K, confirming that the hop-
ping processes are adiabatic. The characteristic freque
n0 in Eq. (1) is of order1014ygd Hz. Evidence, discussed
below, implies thatgd is significantly larger than the value
for pure nearest-neighbor hopping (gd  1). This re-
ducesn0 to a value characteristic of optical phonons
transition-metal oxides.

Sections of these specimens were patterned by c
ventional lithographic methods into a five-terminal Ha
geometry. Hall experiments were carried out in a hig
temperature insert constructed for use at the20 T super-
conducting magnet at the National High Magnetic Fie
Laboratory (Los Alamos, New Mexico). Figure 3 show
the raw data (transverse and longitudinal voltages) o
tained in for x  0.25 at 462 K. Although the sample
lithography resulted in negligible zero field transverse vo
age in the metallic state, a transverse magnetoresistive
nal is apparent aboveTc; see Fig. 3. This signal peaks
aroundTc and then decreases with increasing temperatu
Clearly this indicates inhomogeneous current paths in
proximity of the metal-insulator transition, possibly due t
local relaxation of epitaxial strain and resulting local vari
tions in Tc. Consequently, we did not attempt to follow
the behavior of the Hall constant below,2Tc. The trans-
verse voltage data taken while sweeping the field from216
to 116 T, and that taken while sweeping back to216 T,
were each fit to a second-order polynomial with the ter
linear in field attributed to the Hall effect. We verified in
each case that the longitudinal magnetoresistance is c
pletely symmetric in field. Figure 4 shows the Hall co
efficient derived from the linear term. Several points fo
thex  0 film are included. Because of the much highe
Tc of that sample, extraction of the Hall contribution lead
to greater uncertainty. The data are, however, consist
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TABLE I. Parameters from adiabatic and nonadiabatic fits to the resistivity and Hall data.

sLa12xGdxd2y3Ca1y3MnO3 EssmeVd sosV21cm21d EH smeVd Ro
H s10210 m3yCd

Sample A (x  0)
Nonadiabatic limit 102 2.5 3 107 K3y2yT3y2 ,69
Adiabatic limit 85 7.7 3 105 KyT ,59

Sample B (x  0.25)
Nonadiabatic limit 158 5.1 3 107 K3y2yT3y2 112 s4.8 3 1024 K21dT
Adiabatic limit 145 1.8 3 106 KyT 91 0.38

Sample C (x  0.5)
Nonadiabatic limit 157 2.3 3 107 K3y2yT3y2

Adiabatic limit 146 8.9 3 105 KyT
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with the Gd-substituted film. The line through the da
points is an Arrhenius fit, giving the expressionRH 
2s3.8 3 10211 m3yCd exps91 meVykBT d. Note that the
sign is negative, even though divalent dopants sho
introduce holes. That the Seebeck coefficient approac
a negative value at high temperatures has been attribu
in part to the reduction in spin entropy produced when
hole converts a Mn31 ion to Mn41 [8].

Detailed expressions for the Hall effect in the adi
batic limit have been calculated by EH [7] for the hop
ping of electrons with positive transfer integralJ on a
triangular lattice, and results in a normal (electronlik
Hall coefficient. However, the sign of both the carrie
and the transfer integral changes for hole conduction, le
ing the sign of the Hall coefficient electronlike, and ther
fore anomalous [10,11]. However, no anomaly wou
arise if the hopping involves four-sided loops with vertice
on nearest-neighbor Mn atoms. A sign anomaly, the
implies that hopping involves odd-membered Aharono
Bohm loops. Such processes arise when next-near
neighbor (nnn) transfer processes across cell face diagon
are permitted. If the Mn-O-Mn bonds were strictly co
inear, the former processes would be disallowed by sy
metry. However, the bond angles are substantially le

FIG. 3. Raw Hall data inx  0.25 sample atT  462 K,
showing an odd contribution in the transverse voltageV xy not
present in the longitudinal voltageV xx .
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than 180±, implying the presence ofp-bond admixture
and opening a channel for diagonal hops. We have e
tended the triangular-lattice calculation of EH to the situ
ation in which a hole on a Mn ion can hop to any o
its four nearest neighbors in the plane normal to the a
plied field with transfer matrix elementJ , 0 and to its
four next nearest neighbors (nnn) with a reduced trans-
fer energygJ. We must also consider the effect of thes
diagonal hops (plus those in the plane containing bo
electric and magnetic fields) on the conductivity prefa
tor, Eq. (1). The Hall coefficient can be written asRH 
Ro

H sTd exps2Esy3kBT d, with

Ro
H  2

gH

gd

FsjJjykBT d
ne

3 exph2fe0 1 s4jJj 2 Esdy3gykBT j ; (2)

EH found that the factorgH 
1
2 for three-site hopping

on a triangular lattice. In Eq. (2) we have expressed t
carrier density asn exps2EsykBT d, whereEs is estimated
to be 8 meV from the thermopower data. The quantitye0

FIG. 4. The magnitude of the Hall coefficient2RH vs
temperature showing the values obtained ramping the magn
field up (solid triangles) and down (solid nablas) in thex 
0.25 sample. Open squares correspond tox  0 and have
large error bars. The dashed line is an Arrhenius fit. Ins
The natural logarithm of the Hall coefficient (average of up an
down field values) forx  0.25 vs 1000yT. The solid line is a
linear fit giving 91 meV for the activation energy.
953
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is theJ-dependent portion of a carrier’s energy achiev
when the local electronic energies of the three sit
involved in an Aharonv-Bohm loop are equal. For th
problem considered by EH, an electron hopping with
a lattice composed of equilateral triangles,e0  22jJj

and gHygd 
1
3 . Within the domain of validity of EH,

the temperature dependence ofRH arises primarily from
the factor exps2Esy3kBT d when Es ¿ Es. For holes
hopping within a cubic lattice in which three-legge
Aharonov-Bohm loops include face-diagonal transfe
we find eo  2jJjs

p
8 1 g2 2 gdy2. In particular,eo

varies from 2
p

2jJj to 2jJj as g increases from zero
to unity [14], and the temperature dependence ofRH

remains dominated by the factor exps2Esy3kBTd. Indeed,
the energy characterizing the exponential rise of the H
coefficient that we observe,EHall  91 6 5 meV, is
about 2

3 the measured conductivity activation energ
EHallyEs  0.64 6 0.03, in excellent agreement with
theory.

The geometrical factorgd depends on the ratio of the
probability Pnnn of nnn hops to Pnn, that of nn hops,
throughgd  s1 1 4PnnnyPnnd. If these probabilities are
comparable (g , 1dgd  5, gH 

2
5 and the exponential

factor in Eq. (2) becomes expfsEs 2 jJjdy3kBT g . 1.
In the regime jJj * kBT , the function FsjJjykBT d is
relatively constant with a valueø0.2, and we find
Ro

H . 20.02yne  23.8 3 10211 m3yC. This yields
an estimated carrier densityn  3.3 3 1027 m23, quite
close to the nominal level of5.6 3 1027 m23. Diagonal
hopping also reduces the value of the attempt frequen
n0 required to fit the conductivity prefactor toø2 3

1013 Hz, as noted above.
In conclusion, we have measured the high-temperat

Hall coefficient in manganite films and found that it
temperature dependence is consistent with small-pola
charge carriers that move by hopping. Further, the mag
tude of the conductivity prefactor indicates that the carr
motion is adiabatic. Finally, the sign anomaly in the Ha
effect implies that small polarons hop not only amon
near-neighbor sites (making Aharonov-Bohm loops wi
an even number of legs) but must have a significant pro
bility of traversing Hall-effect loops with odd numbers o
legs. As such, the results indicate the occurrence of s
nificant nnn transfer across face diagonals, and therefo
a crucial role for deviations of the Mn-O-Mn bond angl
from 180±. An interesting possibility, that may also relat
to unusual high-temperature values observed for the S
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beck coefficient [8], is that transport is a type of impurity
conduction in which carriers remain adjacent to divalen
cation dopants (i.e., Ca ions). The local distortions ass
ciated with the presence of the impurity may also increas
the admixture ofp bonds and enhance diagonal hopping
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